Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper, we consider **proper labellings** of graphs, a notion related to the 1-2-3 Conjecture, with the extra constraint that the sum of assigned labels must be minimised. For any notation on graph theory not defined here, we refer the reader to \[[@CR7]\]. For a graph *G*, a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_\ell (v):V(G)\mapsto \mathbb {N}^*$$\end{document}$ be the *colour* of *v* that is induced by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$, being the sum of labels assigned to the edges incident to *v*. That is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N(v)=\{u\in V(G):uv\in E(G)\}$$\end{document}$ is the neighbourhood of *v*. We say that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(G)$$\end{document}$ be the smallest *k* such that *G* admits a proper *k*-labelling.

Maybe the most famous conjecture concerning proper labellings of graphs is the so-called **1-2-3 Conjecture**, introduced by Karoński, Łuczak and Thomason in 2004 \[[@CR10]\]. This conjecture states that for every nice graph *G*, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(G)\le 3$$\end{document}$. It is worth noting that there exist nice graphs, such as nice complete graphs \[[@CR5]\], for which the upper bound is attained. Actually, given a graph *G*, deciding if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {NP}$$\end{document}$-complete problem \[[@CR8]\]. The best currently known result towards the 1-2-3 Conjecture is that for any nice graph *G*, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(G)\le 5$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR9]\]. Another important result states that the conjecture is satisfied for nice 3-colourable graphs \[[@CR10]\]. Quite recently, a characterisation of nice bipartite graphs *G* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(G)\le 4$$\end{document}$ holds for every nice regular graph *G* \[[@CR12]\] and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(T)\le 2$$\end{document}$ holds for every nice tree *T* \[[@CR5]\].

Our work takes place in a recent series of works dedicated to better understanding proper labellings by studying variations with additional requirements, such as minimising the number of distinct colours \[[@CR1]\] or minimising the maximum colour \[[@CR4]\] induced by a proper *k*-labelling. An additional motivation is the following \[[@CR6]\]. Given a graph *G* and a proper labelling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{G,\ell }$$\end{document}$ with the same adjacencies as *G* that is *locally irregular*, i.e., in which no two adjacent vertices have the same degree. In this setting, the 1-2-3 Conjecture states that, for every nice graph *G*, we can construct a corresponding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\ell )$$\end{document}$ be the sum of labels assigned to the edges of *G* by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Our Contributions.** Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} starts by giving observations on labellings that are used to deduce the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we study the complexity of computing the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} is dedicated to bounds on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First Insights into the Problem {#Sec2}
===============================

In this section, we give first insights into the problem of determining the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Warm-Up Results {#Sec3}
---------------

First off, note that in general, labellings have systematic properties that can be useful to establish bounds on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Observation 1 {#FPar1}
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In particular, these observations allow to determine the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar2}
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar3}
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### Theorem 5 {#FPar5}
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Complexity Aspects {#Sec5}
==================

This section is devoted to the complexity aspects of the problem of computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 6 {#FPar7}

Let *G* be a nice planar bipartite graph, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar8}
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### Claim {#FPar9}
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Polynomiality for Bounded-Treewidth Graphs {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------

The following theorem is proved by a classical (while non trivial) dynamic programming algorithm on tree-decompositions. Due to lack of space, we only state our main theorem. The full description of the algorithm and of its proof can be found in \[[@CR3]\].

### Theorem 7 {#FPar12}
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General Bounds {#Sec8}
==============
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Upper Bounds {#Sec9}
------------

Recall that bipartite graphs satisfy the 1-2-3 Conjecture \[[@CR10]\]. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the upper bound in Theorem [8](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} is tight due to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 9 {#FPar15}

Let *G* be a connected bipartite graph with bipartition (*U*, *V*) where \|*U*\| is even. Then, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar16}
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The arguments in the proof of Theorem [9](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} actually generalise to graphs with larger chromatic number. See \[[@CR3]\] for the proof details.

### Theorem 10 {#FPar17}

Let *G* be a connected graph with chromatic number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}(G) \le \mathrm{mE}_{2\lfloor \frac{k}{2}\rfloor +1}(G) \le |E(G)|+2 \left\lfloor \frac{k}{2} \right\rfloor |V(G)|$$\end{document}$.

General Conjecture and Refined Bounds for Bipartite Graphs {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------

We are not aware of graphs for which all proper 3-labellings require more than a few edges labelled with 3. In general, it might actually be true that, for all nice graphs, there is a proper 3-labelling with a few 3's where the number of 1's is about the number of 2's. Also, we observed, during experimentation via computer programs, that only small graphs *G* seem to have their value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_6$$\end{document}$ are such examples, by Theorems [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}). This leads us to conjecture the following:

### Conjecture 1 {#FPar18}
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In the rest of this section, we investigate Conjecture [1](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"} by giving a special focus to bipartite graphs. We exhibit several upper bounds for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}(G)$$\end{document}$ in various subclasses of bipartite graphs. Each of these upper bounds support Conjecture [1](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"}. We also exhibit examples of graphs achieving these upper bounds.

**Lower Bounds.** We first show that it is not possible to lower $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(C_n)=3$$\end{document}$. The lower bound even holds for bipartite graphs *G* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{\chi _\Sigma }(G)=2$$\end{document}$. Indeed, there exist bipartite graphs for which label 2 must be assigned to at least half of the edges by any proper 2-labelling. This is a consequence of the following more general result.

### Theorem 11 {#FPar19}

There exist infinitely many bipartite graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Sketch of Proof.* Let *G* be any graph, and let *H* be a graph obtained from *G* by subdividing every edge *e* exactly $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Through our experimentation, we also managed to come up with the following class of bipartite graphs *G* for which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 12 {#FPar20}
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                \begin{document}$$x,y \ge 4$$\end{document}$ be any two integers congruent to 0 modulo 4, and let *H* be the graph obtained by adding an edge joining any vertex of a cycle of length *x* and any vertex of a cycle of length *y*. Then, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}_2(H)=\left\lceil \frac{3}{2} |E(H)|\right\rceil $$\end{document}$.

**Improved Upper Bounds.** It is worth pointing out that a proper 2-labelling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{3}{2} |E(G)|$$\end{document}$ is actually a 2-labelling where the number of assigned 1's is about the same as the number of assigned 2's. Thus, Conjecture [1](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"} relates to *equitable proper labellings* of graphs, introduced in \[[@CR2]\], which are proper labellings where, for every two assigned labels *i*, *j*, the number of edges assigned label *i* differs by at most 1 from the number of edges assigned label *j*. Regarding Conjecture [1](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"}, observe that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}_2(G) \le \frac{3}{2} |E(G)|+1$$\end{document}$ holds for every graph *G* admitting an equitable proper 2-labelling.

The authors in \[[@CR2]\] proved that nice forests admit equitable proper 2-labellings. This directly implies Theorem [13](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} below for trees with even size, while it does not for trees with odd size (as a 2-labelling where the number of assigned 2's is one more than the number of assigned 1's does not fulfill our claim), for which we need a dedicated proof. Recall that this result is optimal due to Theorem [11](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"}.

### Theorem 13 {#FPar21}

For every nice tree *T*, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}_2(T) \le \frac{3}{2} |E(T)|$$\end{document}$.

*Sketch of Proof.* The proof is by induction on the number *k* of branching vertices (i.e., vertices with degree at least 3) of *T*. Observe that, for a path $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_2,\dots ,v_{n-1}$$\end{document}$ have degree 2, two inner vertices cannot be involved in a colour conflict by a 2-labelling assigning consecutive labels 1, 2, 2,  $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2,1,1,2,2,\dots $$\end{document}$ (called a 2-extension) to the edges of *P*. Note also that 1-extensions and 2-extensions comply with equitability, as the numbers of 1's and 2's assigned to the edges of *P* differ by at most 1.
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                \begin{document}$$k=0$$\end{document}$, i.e., *T* is a path, the claim is proved by performing a 1-extension or a 2-extension from a degree-1 vertex to the other so that more 1's than 2's are assigned. For larger values of *k*, the claim is proved by rooting *T* at some degree-1 vertex *r*, considering a branching vertex *v* at largest distance from *r*, and removing all pendant paths attached to *v*, resulting in a tree $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T'$$\end{document}$ can be assumed to be nice (as otherwise there would be a better choice for *r*), and it thus admits, by induction, a proper 2-labelling assigning more 1's than 2's. It can then be proved that this labelling can be extended, by performing 1-extensions and 2-extensions, to the paths attached to *v*, resulting in a proper 2-labelling of *T* where more 1's than 2's are assigned.

Towards Conjecture [1](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"}, refined bounds can be deduced in particular contexts. For instance, any graph *G* satisfies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|E(G)| \ge 2 |V(G)|-2$$\end{document}$. As a consequence, Theorem [9](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} implies that a bipartite graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}_2(G) \le \frac{3}{2} |E(G)|$$\end{document}$ as soon as *G* has minimum degree at least 4, or more generally when *G* is dense enough. The same holds for Hamiltonian bipartite graphs with a part of even size.

### Lemma 1 {#FPar22}

Let *G* be a Hamiltonian bipartite graph with bipartition (*U*, *V*) where \|*U*\| is even. Then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}(G) \le \mathrm{mE}_2(G) \le \frac{3}{2} |E(G)|$$\end{document}$.

### Proof {#FPar23}

Just mimic the proof of Theorem [9](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}, but repair pairs of defective vertices of *G* along a Hamiltonian cycle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The same result holds when *G* is bipartite and cubic (in which case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar24}
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### Proof {#FPar25}
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Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

We have here studied the algorithmic complexity and bounds for the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Regarding our algorithmic results in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, note that they all deal, for a given graph *G*, with the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{mE}(G)$$\end{document}$ is left open, even when *G* is a tree.

Due to space limitation, several proofs have been omitted. They can be found in \[[@CR3]\].
